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Abstract

Introduction

The assessment described in the interim Guidelines
for Open Top Containerships published by the IMO
(Circular 608 dated 5 July 1994) is intended to ensure
the safety of hatch less ("open-top") ships. It features
a sequence of model tests in irregular waves in which
the hourly rate of water ingress is established.
Based on the experience from a considerable
number of these tests performed with among others

An open-top ship design must meet the requirements
in Interim Guidelines for Open-Top Containerships
(Circular 608 dated 5 july 1994). Among these
requirements, the maximum hourly rate of ingress of
green water in any open hold should not exceed the
hatch opening area multiplied by the rate of400 mm/h.
(Section 2.2).
The specified model test programme comprises:

open-top container ships, heavy load ships and

one test in head seas (i.' = 180 deg), H =
8.5 m, performed at maximum sustained

rock-dumping vessels, this paper describes the
practical implementation of the IMO test procedure
as

speed;

it has evolved at MARIN, the typical water

one test in bow-quartering seas (t = 135
deg), H5 = 8.5 m, performed at maximum

ingress mechanisms that were observed and related

recommendations for the design of these ships
as well as observations regarding the accuracy
of the assessment.

sustained speed;
one test in beam seas ( = 90 deg), H5 = 8.5
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condition (0 kn);
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one test in stern-quartering seas (.t 45
deg), H5 = 8.5 m, performed at minimum

m, performed in free-drifling / dead ship

manoeuvring speed;

Nomenclature

one test in following seas (.t = 0 deg),
H = 8.5 m, performed at minimum

i: wave heading (180 deg corresponding with head seas)
Hs : significant wave height
RMS

:

Root Mean Square, also referred to

as "standard deviation"
SDA: Significant Double Amplitude

manoeuvring speed.

Following the IMO guidelines, the tests should be
performed in long-crested waves, at largest draught.
The measuring time should also be at least 1 hour at
full scale.

Regarding wave conditions, the iMO Guidelines do
not specify the period of the waves nor the spectral
shape to be applied. The sailing speeds are also not
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explicitly mentioned. Moreover, the Guidelines do not
pay attention to combinations of stability and draught
that might be more critical than the largest draught.

assessment is not very rigorous; with increasing wave
steepness the probability of water entering the ship is

Evolved MARIN Procedure

likelihood of water entering the ship.

the complex product of a decreasing probability of
encountering the wave in reality and an increasing

The results of the initial assessment are used to
Over the years a more or less standard approach

develop a detailed test proposal for approval by the
designer and the authorities.

has evolved at MARIN. This approach consists of a
combination of initial calculations and model tests.

Test phase
Calculation phase

At MARIN the model tests requested by the IMO
are performed as normal seakeeping tests, with a
free-sailing and self-propelled model. Connections

The initial calculations are used to explore the ship
specific aspects of the assessment.
A first step is the estimate of the added resistance

between the basin carriage and the model are limited
to free-hanging wires for power supply and relay of
measurements. Given the relatively high contribution
of green water to water ingress, large superstructure
equipment is represented on the model as they may
act as breakwater.

in waves and the wind drag which are used, in
combination with an estimate of the available
propulsive thrust, to assess the maximum sustained
speed in waves from forward directions.
A second step is the calculation of the relative wave
elevation over the length of the ship at sustained speed
in the wave conditions corresponding to those during
tests. The estimated response, at the estimated speed,
is used to determine the most demanding wave periods

Because any type of mooring seems to have an

for the various wave directions. These calculations
are performed with a linear 3D panel code which
accounts for the reflected wave components.

contact is used to maintain the heading.

influence on the pile-up of water on the weather side
of the model, the tests in de dead-ship condition are

performed in a free drifting mode. Slight manual
Recent tests performed in transit in oblique wave
directions (i.e. tests in bow-quartering and in
stem-quartering seas) are carried out in "heading
mode", in which the transverse drift motion of the
model is allowed.

Because the steepness of irregular waves tends to
degrade with increasing distance to the wave maker
the tests in beam seas are performed with the model

drifting over a relatively small distance from the
wave makers (i.e. the transverse direction of the 40m
wide basin).
Apart from its effect on the sustained speed in waves

from forward directions, the effects of wind, for
instance through the dispersion of spray, a steady heel
angle of the ship or it's drifting velocity, are neglected
in the tests.
Following the IMO recommendations, the target test

Fig. 1: Panel distribution on an open-top vessel hull

If relevant, different ship loading conditions are
explored to identify the most relevant conditions with
respect to water ingress If excessive heel angles due

duration is equivalent to one hour full scale. This
duration is obtained with a sequence of statistically

to parametric roll or loss of stability are expected,

independent runs over the length
of the basin.

non-linear time domain simulations are considered.
An issue that is not accessible by means ofcalculations

is the minimum manoeuvring speed in waves from
the stem quarter and from the stern, also because the
wind is expected to have a considerable effect.
In case the steepest waves are likely to be the most
demanding, wave scatter diagrams from Global Wave

(or width)

All test programmes are performed in long crested
waves. The type of wave spectrum that is suggested

depends to some extent on the steepness of the
proposed test conditions. In most cases a mean
JONSWAP spectrum is adopted.

Statistics are used to suggest a test condition. This
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Beam seas

Ingress mechanisms from observations

Although there is often a concern regarding the effects

Experience from various test programs, covering
a range of vessel types, indicates that the ingress
mechanism is strongly dependent on the heading

of rolling, which can be checked by performing an
additional test in resonant conditions, the ingress
of water in beam seas originates in practice almost
entirely from steep, breaking waves hitting the ship's
side, as can be seen in Figure 3.

of the ship.

Head seas
In head seas, most of the water entering cargo hold(s)

originates from green water shipped over the bow.
This occurs in particular for the smaller ship types.
Whether or not the water reaches the holds depends
strongly of the lay-out of the bow area.

Fig. 3: Breaking waves in beam seas
(courtesy Shipyard Dc Hoop)

Stern-quarter seas

Fig. 2: Test of an open-top vessel in head seas
(courtesy Shipyard De Hoop)

In one test case, waters ingress in the ship stem area
was observed in head seas.
Although not observed yet in head seas, the large heel
angles induced by parametric roll, could offer a second
mechanism for the ingress of water in head seas. Heavy

A first mechanism for the ingress of waler in waves from
the stern quarter is again related to the behaviour of steep
waves propagating along the length of the ship (in forward
direction). The most vulnìerable area seems the forward
shoulder. In some cases these crests bounced backward
from a forward superstructure into the forward hold.

load ships with an tmfavourable loading condition
(from a point of view of parametric roll) and larger
(container) ships may be vulnerable in this respect.

Bow-quartering seas

In waves from the bow-quarter the largest pitch
motions occur in steeper waves. One ingress
mechanism is related to steep crests crashing into the
forward shoulder. A second mechanism is related to

a peculiar characteristic of steep wave crests when
travelling along the side of the ship. The highest
crests, which tend to be higher than one would expect
on basis of linear superposition theory, seem to grow

in height while propagating aftwards. When high
enough, they spill over the deck and the coaming
around the exposed aft shoulder of the vessel.
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Fig. 4: Waves along the hull in stern-quartering seas
(courtesy Shipyard Dc Hoop)

A second ingress mechanism is related to excessive
heel due to excessive heeling of the ship. In some
cases the heel was such that water was taken in over
the leeward side of the vessel. The heeling seems to
be non-linear in character, and related to temporary
loss of stability.

Following seas

Hold arrangement

In following seas a direct ingress mechanism is

The ingress of water is a relatively local event around
the edges ofthe hold(s). Because the maximum volume
of water entering the hold(s) is calculated based on the
hold area, a small open hold is often more critical with
respect to water ingress than a larger one. Therefore,
an ideal cargo hold arrangement should consist of one
or several holds with large hatch open area.

related to the relatively low freeboard of many ships
in the stern area. The shipping of green water in this
area seems to increase quite strongly with decreasing
forward speed. With the model in its starting position,
riding the waves while waiting for the waves to fill the
basin, it is often difficult to keep the open holds thy.
An indirect ingress mechanism is related to excessive
heeling, either through parametric roll or through the
temporary loss of transverse stability. Because the
IMO guidelines suggest tests at maximum draft, with
often a rather low stability, these phenomena have
been observed in several test programs.

Design recommendations

Side coamning

The spilling of steep crests on the deck and against

the coaming while travelling in the longitudinal
direction in oblique waves and the eventual ingress of
water seems to be quite sensitive to the "roughness"
provided by the outward stiffeners on the coaming as
well as the top plate stiffener. Adequate sizing seems

to reduce water ingress. A very common design of
Based on the foregoing observations several
recommendations regarding ship design are proposed

coaming is shown in Figure 6.

below in order to prevent water ingress as much
as possible.

Superstructure arrangement
In head and bow-quartering sea conditions, water
ingress can be efficiently prevented by installing the
superstructure with wheelhouse at the bow. When the

superstructure does not occupy the full breadth of
the ship, side wave-breakers, as shown in the figure
below, should be added.
If the superstructure cannot be placed at the fore ship,
sufficient measures should be taken to prevent green water
from the bow to enter the hold (wave breakers, etc...)

Fig. 6: Side hold coaming of a 160 m container vessel
(courtesy Create3S consortium)

Side v,ave breakers

The width of the top plate seems also to affect the
ingress of water to lower crests spilling on the deck
in beam seas. The effect in the case of steep breaking
waves, where the water is launched quite high, seems
much smaller.

Freeboard aft

18
Fig. 5: Side wave breakers
(courtesy Boskalis by)

If the vessel is operating at lower speeds, it

is

recommended to carefully consider the freeboard aft.
Referring to observations made earlier in this article, a
too low freeboard combined with a low sailing speed
in following seas may lead to critical water ingress.
The use of superstructure elements as wave-breakers

may also reduce the number of events and volume
of water ingress.
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Crest elevation

Character of the relative wave elevation and
the ingress of water

The figures below indicate the distribution of the
non-dimensional crest elevations (amplitude divided
by RMS) on the aft shoulder and forward shoulder
in waves from various directions. Although statistical

Relative wave elevation

In many cases the relative wave elevation along the
hull is recorded as a reference for the obtained results.

Figure 7 shows the SDA values of the relative wave
elevation at St 11 on the leeward and weather side in
waves of unit significant height as a function of mean
period for a 160 m container ship.
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scatter is inevitable in tests of limited duration in
irregular seas, the results do suggest that the highest
crest elevations are higher than expected on basis of
linear theory (yielding a Rayleigh distribution). In one
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about 3.5 times the RrvlS of the signal. The recorded
maxima (indicated below) are in several cases around
4.5, which is an increase of some 30%. This result
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Ingress of water

Fig. 7: SDA Relative wave elevation per m Hs at
Stationli of a 160 m container vessel

The fact that the tests are performed in irregular waves

implies that the resulting mean ingress over 1 hour
A first observation is that the short waves yield the
highest response. A second observation is the fact
that the measured results agree fairly well with the

exposure is a stochastic variable. The observation that

the actual ingress of water occurs in a rather small
number of events with a highly variable ingress per
event suggests that the variability of the hourly rate

calculated results, indicating that the over-all response
is fairly linear in character.

may not be small either.
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This statistical aspect of the assessment of the ingress
of water was investigated in beam seas for a second

160 m container ship by performing, in addition to
the standard 1 hr test, an additional test in beam seas
of prolonged duration (3.25 h). by repeating the 1
h test in lower and higher waves and with different
wave spectra. It should be noted that the wave period
was adapted to keep a constant wave steepness ratio
(Hs/Tp2). Water ingress results are provided in Table

A crude model for the efftct of wave height
and freeboard
As shown in Figure 10, the distribution of the water

ingress volumes per event resembles crudely a
negative exponential distribution.

The knowledge that the mean ingress volume per
event is about 20m3 and the fact that the distribution

of the ingress per event resembles a negative
exponential one makes it possible to estimate the
variation of 1-hour values (the sum of 1.7 events).
For this purpose a numerical experiment was
performed in which the sum of a random number of

1. These results are used later as reference for the
statistical modelling.
Table 1: Amount of green water per variation
No of
Parameter

ingress
events
Variation in wave height
6
8.5 m/lO.3 s
0
6.3 m/8.9 s
10.7 rn/I 1.7 s
3
Variation in spectral shape
6
Jonswap
PM
PM, ShortCr
Test duration
1

1

Volum&

0 rn
304.2 m3

2.49 m
2.48 m
2.47 m

49.6 rn3
7.6 m
5.6 m5

2.49 rn
2.66 rn
2.11 rn

49.6 m

6

h

used to generate the random number of events in

St.l2

49.6 rn
32.0 rn
2
3.25 h
calculated for 1 hour measurement
I

random negatively exponentially distributed ingress
events was determined. A Poisson distribution was

Rms Rel.
Wave

an individual test.

0

2.49 m
2.42 rn
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Water ingress volume per even [m3l

-b-Test results

Fig. 10: Distribution of wave ingress volumes

Variability of ingress per ingress event

Adding the lhr base case and the 3.25hr extension

The random ingress per event i is given by:

yields a test of 4.25 hr duration which was performed
in a total of 28 runs. Out of these runs 1 event causes

= -t71n (rnd(1))

more than 50% of the total ingress, 2 events cause
75% of the total ingress. The total ingress of was

in which i is the mean ingress per event (20 m3 in

I 72m3 in 8 events.

distributed random number between 0 and I.
Using the formulation defined above, several possible
distributions of ingress volumes were produced and
plotted together with the results of the tests with the
160 m open-top container vessel, as shown in figure
II. One can see that the test results fit the large spread
in expected results.

The incidental character of the ingress of water is
illustrated in Figure 9, in which the results of the I h
test and the 3 h test are presented next to each other.
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Fig. 9: Water ingress in 28 runs
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the base case) and rnd(l) represents a uniformly
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Fig. II: Distribution of wave ingress volumes
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Effective Freeboard [m]

The nuiiiber of water ingress events is also considered
as almost random. It is nevertheless influenced by the
relative wave elevation and the vessel freeboard. The
following modelling is proposed:

Fig. 12: Relation between freeboard and water ingress

where ñ0 is the random number of events per hour

The above results indicate that, if one would allow
500m3/hr, a freeboard of around 5.9m yields a 50%
probability of passing a test. A freeboard of 6.4m

= F)

and F(n9) the Poisson distribution based on the

5%

50%

95%

Limit

would yield a 95% probability of success, a freeboard
of 5.4m a 5% probability. Allowing only 200m3/hr the
freeboard with 50% probability ofacceptance increases

expected mean number of events per hour. The latter
is estimated from the number of wave encounters in
that time frame and the probability of exceeding the
effective freeboard FB*. This probability is estimated

to around 6.75m. 95% probability of acceptance
would require a freeboard of 7.6m, a freeboard of

using a Rayleigh distribution with the effective

6.2rn would be rejected in 95% of the tests.

freeboard PB0 and the RMS relative wave elevation

For sake of simplicity, in the above estimate of the

cy:

effects of freeboard was based on the assumption that
the mean ingress is independent of the freeboard. In
practice it seems likely that the ingress grows with a
higher crest height above the freeboard. For this reason
our estimate of the above estimate of the spread in the
ingress results seems not very conservative.

n0 = fl

e

F5 ,:,

'-

The "effective" freeboard PB0 is the freeboard that
"explains" the number of ingress events in the base
case.

Based on the variables defined above the total ingress
becomes:

In the numerical experiment the ingress in a large
number of tests is "realised". From these numbers the
5% exceedance, the 50% exceedance (median value),
and the 95% exceedance levels were established as
well as the mean and RMS.
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Interpretation of the base case test results
In the base case (free drifting test in beam waves of
significant wave height 8.3 m and peak period lO.3s)
the mean hourly ingress is 38m3/h. The numerical
reproduction of this condition yields a median value
of 46m3/h, a mean of 56m3/h and a RMS of 43m3. 5%

of the realisations yields a value below Sm3; another
5% of the realisations is above 140m3. in the light of
this spread it is very plausible that the variability of
the hourly values that were recorded (58, 87, 17 and
0xii with a mean of4lm3 and a RMS of 39m3) are of
a statistical nature.

Regarding the ingress mechanisms, it is observed that

Effect of wave height

in the cases without excessive heel the shipping of
green water over bow or stem in head and following
seas, the spilling of the crests in the gangway in
oblique waves and breaking waves in beam seas
cause the largest ingress events. In case of loss of

The variations in significant wave height were
performed together with a variation in wave
period. This implies that the results are statistically
independent. Because the relative wave elevation is
very similar in the three tests one might expect a very

stability (mostly in waves from aftward directions) or
parametric roll (mostly in head seas) the related heel

similar ingress volume. Considering the estimated
uncertainties from a statistical point of view (values

angles can be the governing factor in the required
freeboard. All these mechanisms are distinctly nonlinear in nature, which explains the variability in the

between 5 and l4Om3fhr) and the fact that this
estimate may not be conservative it seems likely that
the difference between the values is hardly significant
from a statistical point of view.

test results and that water ingress remains difficult to
predict numerically.

Regarding ship design it is concluded that water

Effect of spectral shape and a directional spread

ingress from green water at the bow can be reduced or
even prevented by installing the superstructure at the
front or, at least, by applying adapted wave breakers
in front of the foremost hold. A good arrangement of
the holds will also prevent excessive water ingress
in one of the holds. A well-designed coammg on the
ship sides will help to reduce water ingress in bow-

Experience from various types of seakeeping tests
seems to indicate that results associated with wave
steepness are sensitive to the spectral shape of the
waves. The running hypothesis is that the steepness
of individual higher waves is affected by non-linear
wave-wave interaction, which seems to be higher for
long crested narrow banded wave spectra.
This point was investigated by repeating the base case
with a ITTC 2-parameter spectrum.
The difference in results between both tests (see
Table 1) has several causes. One of them is a random

quartering and stern-quartering seas, and, to some
extent, in beam seas. Finally, enough freeboard at the

aft ship or a set of wave breakers set at the aft ship
will prevent water ingress in following seas, even
though the wave encounter frequency is generally
much reduced when compared to head seas.
Regarding the IMO guidelines it is concluded that,
simply because the number of ingress events is very
limited, the statistical accuracy related to 1 hour
duration is quite limited. Within certain limits it is
possible that a ship passes the test without fulfilling

error because of the difference in realisation. A
second is a systematic error through the difference
in relative wave elevation. Considering the results
(see Table 1) and the range of uncertainty (5-140m3/

hr for a RMS relative wave elevation of around
2.45m) it must be concluded that the expected trends
cannot be distinguished.

the criteria (and vice versa). Therefore, the test
duration specified in the IMO guidelines implies
an inherently limited accuracy of the assessment.
The very cn.ide estimate made in the present work
and the random variations observed in the test data
warrant a more detailed investigation in the actual

Conclusions
In the foregoing the nature and statistical character

of the ingress of water in open top ships were
explored. Considering the results it is possible to
draw conclusions regarding good design practice
and regarding the IMO
implementation in practice.

resolution of the procedure.

Besides, the IMO guidelines do not reflect the

guidelines and their

possibility that loss of stability in waves from aftward

directions or parametric roll in head and following

Regarding the practical implementation of the IMO
guidelines it may be concluded that it is important
to represent all relevant geometrical details like

seas can be a determining factor in the required
freeboard. This may lead to the need for testing more
than a single loading condition.

the superstructure and the details of the coaming
in the model.
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Effrct of wave height

The variations in significant wave height were
performed together with a variation in wave
period. This implies that the results are statistically
independent. Because the relative wave elevation is
very similar in the three tests one might expect a very

similar ingress volume. Considering the estimated
uncertainties from a statistical point of view (values

between 5 and 140m3/hr) and the fact that this
estimate may not be conservative it seems likely that
the difference between the values is hardly significant
from a statistical point of view.

Effect of spectral shape and a directional spread

Experience from various types of seakeeping tests
seems to indicate that results associated with wave
steepness are sensitive to the spectral shape of the
waves. The running hypothesis is that the steepness
of individual higher waves is affected by non-linear
wave-wave interaction, which seems to be higher for
long crested narrow banded wave spectra.
This point was investigated by repeating the base case
with a 1TTC 2-parameter spectrum.

The difference in results between both tests (see
Table 1) has several causes. One of them is a random

error because of the difference in realisation. A
second is a systematic error through the difference
in relative wave elevation. Considering the results
(see Table I) and the range of uncertainty (5-140m31

hr for a RMS relative wave elevation of around
2.45m) it must be concluded that the expected trends
cannot be distinguished.

Conclusions
In the foregoing the nature and statistical character

of the ingress of water in open top ships were
explored. Considering the results it is possible to
draw conclusions regarding good design practice
and regarding the IMO guidelines and their
implementation in practice.
Regarding the practical implementation of the IMO

guidelines it may be concluded that it is important
to represent all relevant geometrical details like
the superstructure and the details of the coaming
in the model.

The fact that the steepest waves are often the most
demanding ones leads to the situation that it is not
always straightforward to select the wave condition.
The IMO might consider research in the area of wave
physics regarding additional guidelines the maximum
steepness that is relevant.

Regarding the ingress mechanisms, it is observed that

in the cases without excessive heel the shipping of
green water over bow or stem in head and following
seas, the spilling of the crests in the gangway in
oblique waves and breaking waves in beam seas
cause the largest ingress events. In case of loss of
stability (mostly in waves from aftward directions) or
parametric roll (mostly in head seas) the related heel

angles can be the governing factor in the required
freeboard. All these mechanisms are distinctly nonlinear in nature, which explains the variability in the
test results and that water ingress remains difficult to
predict numerically.

Regarding ship design it is concluded that water
ingress from green water at the bow can be reduced or
even prevented by installing the superstructure at the
front or, at least, by applying adapted wave breakers
in front of the foremost hold. A good arrangement of

the holds will also prevent excessive water ingress
in one of the holds. A well-designed coaming on the
ship sides will help to reduce water ingress in bowquartering and stern-quartering seas, and, to some
extent, in beam seas. Finally, enough freeboard at the

aft ship or a set of wave breakers set at the aft ship
will prevent water ingress in following seas, even
though the wave encounter frequency is generally
much reduced when compared to head seas.
Regarding the IMO guidelines it is concluded that,
simply because the number of ingress events is very
limited, the statistical accuracy related to 1 hour
duration is quite limited. Within certain limits it is
possible that a ship passes the test without fulfilling

the criteria (and vice versa). Therefore, the test
duration specified in the IMO guidelines implies
an inherently limited accuracy of the assessment.
The very crude estimate made in the present work
and the random variations observed in the test data
warrant a more detailed investigation in the actual
resolution of the procedure.

Besides, the IMO guidelines do not reflect the
possibility that loss of stability in waves from aftward

directions or parametric roll in head and following

seas can be a determining factor in the required
freeboard. This may lead to the need for testing more
than a single loading condition.
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The number of water ingress events is also considered
as almost random. It is nevertheless influenced by the
relative wave elevation and the vessel freeboard. The
following modelling is proposed:
1Q

= F()

where ñ, is the random number of events per hour

and F(n) the Poisson distribution based on the
expected mean number of events per hour. The latter
is estimated from the number of wave encounters in
that time frame and the probability of exceeding the
effective freeboard FB*. This probability is estimated

5% - 50%

95%

- timit

Fig. 12: Relation between freeboard and water ingress

The above results indicate that, if one would allow
500rn3/hr, a freeboard of around 5.9m yields a 50%
probability of passing a test. A freeboard of 6.4m
would yield a 95% probability of success, a freeboard
of 5.4m a 5% probability. Allowing only 200m3/hr the
freeboard with 50%probabilityofacceptance increases

to around 6.75m. 95% probability of acceptance
would require a freeboard of 7.6m, a freeboard of

using a Rayleigh distribution with the effective

6.2m would be rejected in 95% of the tests.

freeboard FB and the RMS relative wave elevation

For sake of simplicity, in the above estimate of the
effects of freeboard was based on the assumption that
the mean ingress is independent of the freeboard. In
practice it seems likely that the ingress grows with a

=

e

2

The "effective" freeboard FBQ is the freeboard that
"explains" the number of ingress events in the base
case.

Based on the variables defined above the total ingress
becomes:

In the numerical experiment the ingress in a large
number of tests is "realised". From these numbers the
5% exceedance, the 50% exceedance (median value),
and the 95% exceedance levels were established as
well as the mean and RMS.
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higher crest height above the freeboard. For this reason
our estimate of the above estimate of the spread in the
ingress results seems not very conservative.

Interpretation of the base case test results
In the base case (free drifting test in beam waves of
significant wave height 8.3 m and peak period lO.3s)
the mean hourly ingress is 38m3/h. The numerical
reproduction of this condition yields a median value
of 46m3/h, a mean of 56m3/h and a RMS of 43m3. 5%
of the realisations yields a value below 5m3; another
5% of the realisations is above 140m3. In the light of

this spread it is very plausible that the variability of
the hourly values that were recorded (58, 87, 17 and
0m3 with a mean of4lm3 and a RIV1S of 39m3) are of
a statistical nature.

This statistical aspect of the assessment of the ingress
of water was investigated in beam seas for a second

160 m container ship by performing, in addition to
the standard 1 hr test, an additional test in beam seas
of prolonged duration (3.25 h), by repeating the I
h test in lower and higher waves and with different
wave spectra. It should be noted that the wave period
was adapted to keep a constant wave steepness ratio
(Hs/Tp2). Water ingress results are provided in Table
I. These results are used later as reference for the
statistical modelling.
Table 1: Amount of green water per variation
No of
Parameter

ingress
Volume'
events
Variation in wave height
49.6 m3
6
8.5 mllO.3 s
0
0 m3
6.3 m/8.9 s
304.2 m
10.7 mu 1.7 s
3
Variation in spectral shape
49.6 m
Jonswap
6
7.6 n15
PM
5.6 m1
PM, ShortCr
Test duration
Ih
49.6 m3
6
2
32.0 m3
3.25 h
calculated for 1 hour measurement
1

1

I

A crude model for the efftct of wave height
and freeboard
As shown in Figure 10, the distribution of the water

ingress volumes per event resembles crudely a
negative exponential distribution.

The knowledge that the mean ingress volume per
event is about 20m3 and the fact that the distribution

of the ingress per event resembles a negative
exponential one makes it possible to estimate the
variation of 1-hour values (the sum of 1.7 events).
For this purpose a numerical experiment was
performed in which the sum of a random number of

Rms Rd.

random negatively exponentially distributed ingress
events was determined. A Poisson distribution was

Wave

used to generate the random number of events in

St. 12

an individual test.

2.49 m
2.48 m
2.47 m
2.49 m
2.66 m
2.11 m
0

2.49 m
2.42 m

5
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40

Water ingresovolume per even [m3]
Test results

Fig. 10: Distribution of wave ingress volumes

Variability of ingress per ingress event

Adding the I hr base case and the 3.25hr extension
yields a test of 4.25 hr duration which was performed
in a total of 28 runs. Out of these runs I event causes
more than 50% of the total ingress, 2 events cause

The random ingress per event 17 is given by:

75% of the total ingress. The total ingress of was

the base case) and rnd( 1) represents a uniformly

17 = -t7.ln (rnd(1))
in which iY is the mean ingress per event (20 m3 in

I 72m3 in 8 events.

distributed random number between 0 and 1.

The incidental character of the ingress of water is

Using the formulation defined above, several possible
distributions of ingress volumes were produced and
plotted together with the results of the tests with the
160 m open-top container vessel, as shown in figure

illustrated in Figure 9, in which the results of the 1 h
test and the 3 h test are presented next to each other.

11. One can see that the test results fit the large spread
in expected results.
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Fig. 9: Water ingress in 28 runs
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Character of the relative wave elevation and
the ingress of water

Crest elevation

The figures below indicate the distribution of the
non-dimensional crest elevations (amplitude divided
by RJv1S) on the aft shoulder and forward shoulder
in waves from various directions. Although statistical

Relative wave elevation

In many cases the relative wave elevation along the
hull is recorded as a reference for the obtained results.
Figure 7 shows the SDA values of the relative wave
elevation at St 11 on the leeward and weather side in
waves of unit significant height as a function of mean
period for a 160 m container ship.

scatter is inevitable in tests of limited duration in
irregular seas, the results do suggest that the highest
crest elevations are higher than expected on basis of
linear theory (yielding a Rayleigh distribution). In one
hour test duration the most probable crest elevation is
about 3.5 times the RMS of the signal. The recorded
maxima (indicated below) are in several cases around
4.5, which is an increase of some 30%. This result
agrees with visual observations.
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Fig. 7: SDA Relative wave elevation per m Hs at
Stationil of a 160 m container vessel

The fact that the tests are performed in irregular waves

implies that the resulting mean ingress over 1 hour
A first observation is that the short waves yield the
highest response. A second observation is the fact
that the measured results agree fairly well with the
calculated results, indicating that the over-all response
is fairly linear in character.
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exposure is a stochastic variable. The observation that

the actual ingress of water occurs in a rather small
number of events with a highly variable ingress per
event suggests that the variability of the hourly rate
may not be small either.

Following seas

Hold arrangement

In following seas a direct ingress mechanism is

The ingress of water is a relatively local event around
the edges ofthe hold(s). Because the maximum volume
of water entering the hold(s) is calculated based on the
hold area, a small open hold is often more critical with
respect to water ingress than a larger one. Therefore,
an ideal cargo hold arrangement should consist of one
or several holds with large hatch open area.

related to the relatively low freeboard of many ships
in the stern area. The shipping of green water in this
area seems to increase quite strongly with decreasing
forward speed. With the model in its starting position,
riding the waves while waiting for the waves to fill the
basin, it is often difficult to keep the open holds dry.
An indirect ingress mechanism is related to excessive
heeling, either through parametric roll or through the
temporary loss of transverse stability. Because the
IMO guidelines suggest tests at maximum draft, with
often a rather low stability, these phenomena have
been observed in several test programs.

Side coaming

The spilling of steep crests on the deck and against

the coaming while travelling in the longitudinal
direction in oblique waves and the eventual ingress of
water seems to be quite sensitive to the "roughness"
provided by the outward stiffeners on the coaming as
well as the top plate stiffener. Adequate sizing seems

Design recommendations

to reduce water ingress. A very common design of
coaming is shown in Figure 6.

Based on the foregoing observations several
recommendations regarding ship design are proposed

below in order to prevent water ingress as much
as possible.

,,.v
7114

Superstructure arrangement

In head and bow-quartering sea conditions, water
ingress can be efficiently prevented by installing the
superstructure with wheelhouse at the bow. When the

superstructure does not occupy the full breadth of
the ship, side wave-breakers, as shown in the figure
below, should be added.
If the superstructure cannot be placed at the fore ship,
sufficient measures should be taken to prevent green water
from the bow to enter the hold (wave breakers, etc...)

Fig. 6: Side hold coaming of a 160 m container vessel
(courtesy Create3S consortium)

The width of the top plate seems also to affect the
ingress of water to lower crests spilling on the deck
in beam seas. The effect in the case of steep breaking
waves, where the water is launched quite high, seems
much smaller.

Freeboard aft

If the vessel is operating at lower speeds,

Fig. 5: Side wave breakers
(courtesy Boskalis by)

it is

recommended to carefully consider the freeboard aft.
Referring to observations made earlier in this article, a
too low freeboard combined with a low sailing speed
in following seas may lead to critical water ingress.
The use of superstructure elements as wave-breakers

may also reduce the number of events and volume
of water ingress.
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Ingress mechanisms from observations

Beam seas
Although there is often a concern regarding the effects

Experience from various test programs, covering
a range of vessel types, indicates that the ingress
mechanism is strongly dependent on the heading

of rolling, which can be checked by performing an
additional test in resonant conditions, the ingress
of water in beam seas originates in practice almost
entirely from steep, breaking waves hitting the ship's
side, as can be seen in Figure 3.

of the ship.

Head seas
In head seas, most of the water entering cargo hold(s)

originates from green water shipped over the bow.
This occurs in particular for the smaller ship types.
Whether or not the water reaches the holds depends
strongly of the lay-out of the bow area.

Fig. 3: Breaking waves in beam seas
(courtesy Shipyard Dc Hoop)

Stern-quarter seas
A first mechanism for the ingress of water in waves from
the stern quarter is again related to the behaviour of steep
waves propagating along the length of the ship (in forward
direction). The most vulnerable area seems the forward
shoulder. In some cases these crests bounced backward
from a forward superstructure into the forward hold.

Fig. 2: Test of an open-top vessel in head seas
(courtesy Shipyard De Hoop)

In one test case, waters ingress in the ship stem area
was observed in head seas.
Although not observed yet in head seas, the large heel
angles induced by parametric roll, could offer a second
mechanism for the ingress ofwater in head seas. Heavy

load ships with an unfavourable loading condition
(from a point of view of parametric roll) and larger
(container) ships may be vulnerable in this respect.

Bow-quartering seas

In waves from the bow-quarter the largest pitch
motions occur in steeper waves. One ingress
mechanism is related to steep crests crashing into the
forward shoulder. A second mechanism is related to

Fig. 4: Waves along the hull in stern-quartering seas
(courtesy Shipyard De Hoop)

a peculiar characteristic of steep wave crests when
travelling along the side of the ship. The highest
crests, which tend to be higher than one would expect
on basis of linear superposition theory, seem to grow

in height while propagating aftwards. When high
enough, they spill over the deck and the coaming
around the exposed aft shoulder of the vessel.

A second ingress mechanism is related to excessive
heel due to excessive heeling of the ship. In some
cases the heel was such that water was taken in over
the leeward side of the vessel. The heeling seems to
be non-linear in character, and related to temporary
loss of stability.
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explicitly mentioned. Moreover, the Guidelines do not
pay attention to combinations of stability and draught
that might be more critical than the largest draught.

assessment is not very rigorous; with increasing wave
steepness the probability of water entering the ship is

Evolved MARIN Procedure

likelihood of water entering the ship.

Over the years a more or less standard approach
has evolved at MARIN. This approach consists of a
combination of initial calculations and model tests.

the complex product of a decreasing probability of
encountering the wave in reality and an increasing

The results of the initial assessment are used to
develop a detailed test proposal for approval by the
designer and the authorities.
Test phase

Calculation phase

The initial calculations are used to explore the ship
specific aspects of the assessment.
A first step is the estimate of the added resistance

in waves and the wind drag which are used, in
combination with an estimate of the available
propulsive thrust, to assess the maximum sustained
speed in waves from forward directions.
A second step is the calculation of the relative wave
elevation over the length of the ship at sustained speed
in the wave conditions corresponding to those during
tests. The estimated response, at the estimated speed,
is used to determine the most demanding wave periods

for the various wave directions. These calculations
are performed with a linear 3D panel code which
accounts for the reflected wave components.

At MARIN the model tests requested by the IMO
are performed as normal seakeeping tests, with a
free-sailing and self-propelled model. Connections
between the basin carriage and the model are limited
to free-hanging wires for power supply and relay of
measurements. Given the relatively high contribution
of green water to water ingress, large superstructure
equipment is represented on the model as they may
act as breakwater.

Because any type of mooring seems to have an
influence on the pile-up of water on the weather side
of the model, the tests in de dead-ship condition are

performed in a free drifting mode. Slight manual
contact is used to maintain the heading.

Recent tests performed in transit in oblique wave
directions (i.e. tests in bow-quartering and in
stern-quartering seas) are carried out in "heading
mode", in which the transverse drift motion of the
model is allowed.

Because the steepness of irregular waves tends to
degrade with increasing distance to the wave maker
the tests in beam seas are performed with the model
drifting over a relatively small distance from the
wave makers (i.e. the transverse direction of the 40rn
wide basin).

¶0

¶0

Apart from its effect on the sustained speed in waves

from forward directions, the effects of wind, for
Fig. 1: Panel distribution on an open-top vessel hull

If relevant, different ship loading conditions are
explored to identify the most relevant conditions with
respect to water ingress If excessive heel angles due

to parametric roll or loss of stability are expected,
non-linear time domain simulations are considered.
An issue that is not accessible by means ofcalculations
is the minimum manoeuvring speed in waves from
the stem quarter and from the stem, also because the
wind is expected to have a considerable effect.

In case the steepest waves are likely to be the most

instance through the dispersion of spray, a steady heel
angle of the ship or it's drifting velocity, are neglected
in the tests.

Following the IMO recommendations, the target test

duration is equivalent to one hour full scale. This
duration is obtained with a sequence of statistically
independent runs
of the basin.

over the

Statistics are used to suggest a test condition. This
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(or width)

All test programmes are performed in long crested
waves. The type of wave spectrum that is suggested

depends to some extent on the steepness of the
proposed test conditions. In most cases a mean
JONSWAP spectrum is adopted.

demanding, wave scatter diagrams from Global Wave

length
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Abstract

Introduction

The assessment described in the Interim Guidelines
for Open Top Containerships published by the IMO
(Circular 608 dated 5 July 1994) is intended to ensure
the safety of hatch less ("open-top") ships. It features
a sequence of model tests in irregular waves in which
the hourly rate of water ingress is established.

An open-top ship design must meet the requirements
in Interim Guidelines for Open-Top Containerships

Based on the experience from a considerable
number of these tests performed with among others

open-top container ships, heavy load ships and
rock-dumping vessels, this paper describes the
practical implementation of the IMO test procedure
as

it has evolved at MARIN, the typical water

ingress mechanisms that were observed and related

recommendations for the design of these ships
as well as observations regarding the accuracy
of the assessment.

Keywords

(Circular 608 dated 5 july 1994). Among these
requirements, the maximum hourly rate of ingress of
green water in any open hold should not exceed the
hatch opening area multiplied by the rate of 400 mmlh.
(Section 2.2).
The specified model test programme comprises:
one test in head seas (i.t = 180 deg), H
8.5 m, performed at maximum sustained
speed;
one test in bow-quartering seas (II = 135
deg), H8 = 8.5 m, performed at maximum
sustained speed;
one test in beam seas (t = 90 deg), H 8.5
m, performed in free-drifting I dead ship
condition (0 kn);

one test in stern-quartering seas (.i = 45
deg), H8 = 8.5 m, performed at minimum

Open-top ships, seakeeping, safety, 1MO, Circular 608

manoeuvring speed;

one test in following seas

Nomenclature

Hs: significant wave height
:

Root Mean Square, also referred

as "standard deviation"
SDA: Significant Double Amplitude

0 deg),

ni, performed at minimum
manoeuvring speed.

wave heading (180 deg corresponding with head seas)

RMS

(j.t

H = 8.5
to

Following the IMO guidelines, the tests should be
performed in long-crested waves, at largest draught.
The measuring time should also be at least 1 hour at
full scale.

Regarding wave conditions, the IMO Guidelines do
not specify the period of the waves nor the spectral
shape to be applied. The sailing speeds are also not
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